
 
STLGA Local Rules  

 
1. Winter rules are in place year round. You may lift, clean, and place the ball in the 
fairway or fringe of the hole you are playing, within six (6) inches of the original position 
and not nearer the hole.  
 
2. You may lift, clean and place your ball 6” no closer to the hole through the green 
(fairways and rough) on all holes if the entire course is Cart Path Only or on those 
holes specifically designated by Sea Trail as Cart Path Only holes that day – this would 
not include par 3 holes.  
 
3. You may take relief from all ropes, posts and railroad ties. You may also take relief 
from fire ants, poison ivy, and poison oak. You must lift the ball and drop it, without 
penalty, within one club length of the nearest point of relief, not nearer the hole.  
 
4. You may take relief if the ball lies in a crevice or gulley within a bunker. You may 
place the ball, without penalty, within the bunker, within one club length of the nearest 
point of relief, no nearer the hole.  
 
5. Waste areas are designated by the absence of rakes. You may take relief if the ball 
lies in a footprint, rut, or tire track or if the ball is embedded in its own pitch mark. You 
may place the ball, without penalty, within one club length of the nearest point of relief, 
not nearer the hole. You may ground your club in a waste area.  
 
6. If your ball comes to rest on a root or in a position where the next shot could result in 
the club hitting a root, you may choose to move the ball one club length only one time, 
no closer to the hole without penalty. You may also choose to declare the ball 
unplayable, with a one stroke penalty and follow the USGA rule for a ball unplayable.  
 
7. You do not get relief from a ditch that encircles pine straw unless the Tournament 
Co- Chairs invoke a “seasonal rule” and give relief. If your ball is on pine straw 
anywhere on the course, you must play the ball as it lies. You may take relief from 
landscaped areas designated with blue stakes anywhere on the golf course. You must 
lift the ball and drop it, without penalty, within one club length of the nearest point of 
relief, not nearer the hole.  
 
8. Any drainage ditch (wet or dry) on the course will be played as a free lateral drop 
Follow the appropriate procedure as outlined in USGA Rule 26 Water Hazards  
 
9. Penalty Areas (Water) For holes with a designated drop area, if your ball goes into 
the water proceed to the drop area. Add two (2) strokes to your score (one for the shot, 
one for the penalty). At the drop area stand erect and drop the ball straight down from 
knee and play your shot. Holes with designated drop areas are Byrd 2 and 13, Jones 



5, and Maples 7. For holes without a designated drop area (Jones #8 and Maples #8 
and #14) if your ball goes into the water proceed as follows: Jones #8 – Add two (2) 
strokes to your score (one for the shot, one for the penalty) and drop your ball on the 
mogul on the left side of cart path near the water.  
Maples #8 – Add two (2) strokes to your score (one for the shot, one for the penalty) 
and drop your ball at the teal tee markers near the 150 yard stake. 
Maples #14 – Add two (2) strokes to your score (one for the shot, one for the penalty 
and drop your ball in the drop area if there is one marked or at the teal tee markers 
near the 150 yard stake if there is no discernable drop area. Remember, this rule only 
applies to balls hit into the water.   
 
10. Maples #7 - The designated ball drop is used only if your ball enters the water past 
the last trees on the left. If you hit your tee shot into the water through the woods on 
left, you are not entitled to proceed to the ball drop and must follow the procedure for 
red staked penalty areas. If you hit your ball over the pond but land in the small pond 
behind the drop area or in the high grass surrounding that pond you may use the drop 
area with a one stroke penalty. 
 
11. Balls Lost or Out of Bounds: If you cannot find your ball or it is known or virtually 
certain to be out of bounds you have two options for play: 
1) You may hit a provisional ball for a one stroke penalty, or 
2) For two penalty strokes you may take relief by dropping your ball at the edge of the 
fairway adjacent to the spot where the ball was lost or went out of bounds (no closer to 
the hole.)  
You will never return to the tee box to re-hit your tee ball.  
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